
 

Integrating out heavy flavors

let us consider the effect of the

top quark MIM Mt x 163 GeV

It is intuitively clear that there should

be hardly any effects of this heavy

particle at energies Q CC 2Mt

Indeed the results should be the Sene

as QCD with hf 5 for my or

perhaps with slightly different ash and

mfc f



This intuition is correct At lower

energies one can work with Cbn

This is an example of the general method

of Effective Field TheoryFEED It
should

be possible to describe physics in terms

of the low energy degrees
of freedom

One way to obtain the Ett would te

to integrate out the top quark from

the theory
in the path integral This

would lead to a complicated determinant

It is much easier to simply write

down the most genial form of the



Ett and then determine the coefficients

by computing the Sene physical

quantity in the full and effective

theory To be sure that one reproduces

the full result one writes down the

most general Lagrangian and orders the

terms by dimension
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let us look at a concrete example
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The Wilson coefficient Cgs therefore

takes the form dimensionless
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and it's contribution is suppressed at low

energies To determine it one computer
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one then chooses Cg so that the

ETT result matches the full QCD
result

A similar matching computation is

heeded for the quark messes and

the coupling constant

See hep pl 0908.4382 for

a detailed discussion or my EFT

lecture notes at

ww becher itp.uuite.ch eft

The upshot of all the discussion is that

one can simply work with Lahat for

energies below me up to corrections


